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1. Introduction: Classes of Routing Protocol and their Performance
Interior routing protocols, through the exchange of topological and other network
information, allow path costs to be calculated and routing tables built within routers. There
are two classes of protocols with a non-empty intersection.
• Distance Vector (DV) protocols generally combine the information sharing and route
calculation processes. Routers running a purely DV protocol will be aware of the
‘distance’ to a remote network and the exit interface to best use to reach it. ‘Distance’
is often a crude cost measure such as hop count (Black, 1999). Such protocols are
typically simple but inefficient, slow to converge and distinctly sub-optimal.
• Link State (LS) protocols exchange status updates to build a topological knowledge of
the network. Path calculation is then a separate process and may involve a more
sophisticated cost function, based upon different metrics. LS protocols usually give
better routing solutions and converge quicker than DV protocols but can have a
significant complexity (Doyle, 2005).
• Hybrid protocols attempt to combine the desirable features of DV and LS protocols to
provide both flexibility and efficiency, minimising routing cost and speeding
convergence. Probably the best known example is Cisco’s proprietary Enhanced
Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP). (Retana et al., 2000).
Almost all forms of practical routing problem are known to have NP-complete complexity
(Wang and Crowcroft, 1996). Also, the practical requirements of the network administrator
are not always understood by the algorithmic designer (Maltz et al., 2004 and Grout, 2005).

The limitations and sub-optimality of conventional LS routing protocols are discussed by
Houlden and Grout (2005). These concerns include the following.
• LS protocols generally use additive end-to-end cost functions, which are inappropriate
in the case of certain metrics such as bandwidth or reliability.
• LS protocols optimise paths independently, giving no consideration to how routes
compete for use of available network connections.
The common notion that LS protocols provide ‘optimal’ routing is false: hybrid protocols
generally provide a more realistic (although still imperfect) end-to-end cost calculation.
EIGRP’s Diffusing Update Algorithm (DUAL) (Garcia-Luna-Aceves et al., 1999 and Cisco,
2005a), for example, distributes reported path costs in a conventional DV manner but
individually for different metrics. Moreover, whilst a metric such as delay is appropriately
summed, it is the minimum bandwidth that is recorded, etc. A significant feature of EIGRP is
its ability, through the distribution of both individual metrics and compound cost calculations,
to find alternative routes quickly in response to link failures without forming routing loops.
However, even these more sophisticated protocols are still less than optimal in other respects.
This paper, using (for reasons that will become clear, a theoretical) model of EIGRP, outlines
the remaining shortcomings and their consequences before suggesting and evaluating possible
solutions.

2. A Model for Calculation of End-to-End Path Costs
In this section, the principles of EIGRP are (partially) extended to a general routing model.
2.1. EIGRP
There are various ambiguities and anomalies buried deep in the EIGRP specification (Cisco
2005a & 2005b). An apparently minor example is the impression given that maximum
transmission unit (mtu) can be factored into path costs. In fact, mtu information, along with
hop-count, is propagated through domain topology tables by EIGRP’s DUAL but not used in
the cost formula. mtu is used to set timings between EIGRP packets and hop-counts limit the
size of an EIGRP domain. However, a case could be made for allowing their consideration in
determining the cost of a path.
Another issue arises from considering the path cost function as given.
generally stated as
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The formula is
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where b is the minimum bandwidth, l the load, d the total delay and r the reliability along the
length of the path. k 1 , k2 , k 3 , k 4 and k 5 are administrator-configurable coefficients (although
the values must be consistent across the domain). However, even this calculation is
complicated by the need to scale bandwidth and delay as b = (256 x 108 ) / b0 and d = 256d0
where b0 and d0 are the measured or configured values – the 256 arises from a storage
difference (from IGRP to EIGRP) between 24 and 32 bits. b0 is measured in kbps. Delay is
measured in tens of milliseconds on interfaces but used in the formula as milliseconds,
requiring an additional scaling by a factor of ten. Integer arithmetic is used in practice,
resulting in significant truncation. It is then claimed that the default coefficient values of
k1 =1, k2 =0, k3 =1, k4 =0 & k5 =0 lead to the simplified path cost of C = b + d but this is

clearly untrue. If k 5 =0 then C = 0 and all paths will have equal (vanishing) cost. There is a
discrepancy between the widespread specification and the implementation. In fact a more
detailed reference (Cisco, 2005c) notes that (1) only applies if k 5 >0. If k 5 =0, the formula
k 2b
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is used instead. Harris and Köhler (1999) make a similar point but misrepresent the
relationship between (1) and (2) slightly (k 4 =0 is not necessary for (2) to apply). Also, in fact,
if k 1 =k 2=k 3 =0, then a further modification is necessary. As an additional point, it is unclear
from any version of the specification how other apparently dynamic metrics such as load and
reliability actually propagate. It may well be tha t EIGRP, in inheriting much of its structure
and formularisation from the earlier Cisco Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (IGRP) (Black,
1999), is now overcomplicated for its purpose and has never been fully implemented within
the router Internet Operating System. Finally, the widespread myth that k 5 >0 factors mtu into
the cost calculation is also clearly untrue from considering (1).
2.2. A Generalised End-to-End Routing Model
To simplify and progress the argument, we will abstract the principles of EIGRP into a
coherent form, which also includes mtu and hop-count.
Define bi, di, li, ri, and mi to be the bandwidth, delay, load, reliability (measured as a
probability of failure) and mtu respectively of the link i. For a given path P, the end-to-end
bandwidth, delay, load, reliability, mtu, and hop-count can be calculated as follows.
bP = min i∈P bi

(3)

d P = ∑ di

(4)

l P = max i∈P l i

(5)

rP = ∏ ri

(6)

m P = min i∈P mi

(7)

h P = {i : i ∈ P}

(8)
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(Minimum bandwidth and mtu and maximum load are propagated. Delays are added and
reliabilities - probabilities of failure - multiplied. h is simply the length of P. An alternative
is to measure metrics such as reliability on an end-to-end basis as EIGRP is often portrayed as
doing.) The compound cost of the path P is then some function
C ( P) = f (bP , d P , l P , rP , m P , h p ) .

(9)

In principle, f can then be defined, by reintroducing scaling functions and coefficients as
before, as
C ( P) = k b f b (bP ) + k d f d ( d P ) + k l f l ( l P ) + k r f r ( rP ) + k m f m ( mP ) + k h f h (h P )

(10)

with f b , f d , f l, f r, fm and fh the required scalings and the coefficients k b , kd , k l, k r, km and kh set
by the administrator. DUAL, or something similar, can distribute and modify the va lues of
bP, dP, lP, rP, mP and hP. The optimum route to any remote network is then found by

minimising C(P) for all paths P that lead to it. In EIGRP, this is also a function of DUAL,
passing reported distances and calculating feasible distances.

3. Limitations of the Model and Proposed Extensions
Even this formulation, however, has its shortcomings in implementation. Three are discussed
in this section.
3.1. Cost Functions
Firstly, the calculation of C(P) in (10) may be simplistic. It may not be appropriate to sum
metrics that are combined other than additively as DUAL propagates routes across the
domain. A more sophisticated form for f is probably required but this is far from a simple
problem and cannot be considered in a paper of this length. However, before leaving it, it
should be noted that the EIGRP formula (1) & (2), though crude, is an attempt to achieve this
(Harris and Köhler, 1999).
Unfortunately the EIGRP/DUAL feasibility conditions
(Albrightson et al., 1994) rely on a linear formula! (See next sub-section.)
3.2. Dynamic and Non-Dynamic Metrics
Secondly, there is a common misconception regarding certain metrics. Whilst (minimum)
bandwidth, (minimum) mtu and hop-count can reasonably be regarded as fixed for any given
path; load, delay and (possibly) reliability should be considered dynamic - they vary with
changing traffic flows. In fact, in EIGRP some of these metrics are fixed whilst others have
dubious foundation. Delay, for example, is a constant derived from the connection type or
statically configured by the administrator on the link interface. The false impression (Cisco,
2005a) that there is a dynamic aspect to this process comes from DUAL calculating
compound metrics from static values in real time as routes propagate. However, these values
are not always read dynamically from the network/domain. Ideally, of course, they should be
but there is a problem with this notion.
Take load as an example. A high dynamic load over a link or path will discourage routes
from using that link/path, which in turn will reduce the traffic, and hence the load - making
the link/path favourable once more. The process cycles and routing will be unstable. Some
protocols use variants on a hold-down timer to damp this effect. A slightly different, but
comparable problem is identified by Shaikh et al. (2000). Cisco (2005a) discourage the use
of k 2 , k 4 and k5 anyway, on the basis that routing loops may be formed although there may in
fact be many reasons for this. The application of the purely linear feasibility conditions
(Albrightson et al., 1994) for determining feasible successors, for example, do not work for
other than the default values and the calculations involving load and reliability are unclear.
(Only the values k 1 =1, k2 =0, k 3 =1, k4 =0 & k5 =0 give a linear cost function in which path cost
can be calculated by adding individual link costs.) This, however, assumes these dynamic
factors to be considered purely in response to changing network values. The ideal is for them
to be calculated or predicted as discussed in the next sub-section.
3.3. Independent and Combined Route Calculations
Finally, the preferred routes derived by DUAL are, as with their LS counterparts (Houlden
and Grout, 2005), calculated independently. In fact, routes compete for the use of links and
certain metrics will change as links are shared. Load and delay will increase with higher
levels of traffic while available bandwidth and reliability decrease. Routing an increasing
number of traffic streams to use a high bandwidth link, for example, will eventually overload

the link. The optimal routing for the domain as a whole will not result from optimising routes
individually. Load balancing, such as through the use of variance in EIGRP (Retana et al.,
2000) partially addresses this issue but its implementation is restricted in all established
protocols – where it is permitted at all. The instability of dynamic routing factors can, in
principle, be overcome by considering the interaction of traffic flows in different routings.
This is illustrated by an example in the next section.

4. A Routing Example
For convenience, we use a simple, intuitive model based on load, calculated as traffic flow as
a fraction of available bandwidth. k b =0, k d=0, k l=1, k r=0, km =0, k h=0 and f l = lP / bP so that
C(P) = lP / bP also.
Figure 1 shows the basic topology. Three routers, A, B & C, serve networks X, Y & Z. and
are connected by links of different multiples of some arbitrary base bandwidth ß. Traffic at a
given rate a flows from X to Y and from X to Z. (Actual values for a and ß in bits per second
can be substituted at any point - the intention is show a general principle.) We evaluate two
possible routings: AB/ABC, in which traffic from X to Y is carried by AB and traffic from X
to Z by ABC (ie, AC via B) and, alternatively, AB/AC, in which XY is carried by AB as
before but XZ by AC. Firstly, the routes are considered independently, that is the effects of
the combined traffic are ignored. Secondly, these increased levels of traffic are taken into
account.
Y
B

3ß
X

a
3ß

A

a

2ß

Z
C

Figure 1. A General Routing Example
4.1. Independent Routes
Consider first the routing AB/ABC. Calculating each route separately, the maximum load on,
and therefore cost of, the path XY over AB is CXY(AB) = a / 3ß. Similarly, the cost of XZ over
ABC is CXZ(ABC) = a / 3ß. The cost of the routing AB/ABC is then CAB/ABC = CXY(AB)+CXZ(ABC)
= a / 3ß + a / 3ß = 2a / 3ß.
Now, for the routing AB/AC, CXY(AB) = a / 3ß as before but CXZ(AC) = a / 2ß, giving CAB/AC
= CXY(AB) +CXZ(AC) = a / 3ß + a / 2ß = 5a / 6ß.
CAB/AC = 5a / 6ß > 2a / 3ß = CAB/ABC, making AB/ABC the preferred routing when paths are
calculated independently.
4.2. Combined Routes
However, if we consider the combined effects of traffic on the links, we get a different result.
For the routing AB/ABC, the combined traffic on the link AB is 2a so CXY(AB) = CXZ(ABC) = 2a
/ 3ß and CAB/ABC = CXY(AB) +CXZ(ABC) = 2a / 3ß + 2a / 3ß = 4a / 3ß.

For AB/AC, however, CXY(AB) = a / 3ß and CXZ(AC) = a / 2ß as in the independent case so
CAB/AC = CXY(AB) +CXZ(AC) = a / 3ß + a / 2ß = 5a / 6ß.
CAB/AC = 5a / 6ß < 4a / 3ß = CAB/ABC, making AB/AC the preferred routing when the effects
of combined traffic is known. This is the better approach for the good of the domain as a
whole. Individually sub-optimal routes combine to give an optimal domain solution.

5. Implementation Issues and Proposals
First, note in the example of the previous section that it is unnecessary to know the exact
traffic flows. It will make for better routing strategies if these levels are known of course but,
in fact, existing routing protocols assume all traffic flows to be equal - that is they give routes
equal prominence. With a flexible routing model (Houlden and Grout, 2005), traffic flows
may be built in or omitted entirely to fit the application.
Our objectives then are to derive an optimal routing for the entire domain, for a flexible cost
function. There are a number of obstacles to this ideal, some partially considered by
EIGRP/DUAL, some not.
• There is no current provision for the use of truly dynamic factors such as delay in route
cost calculations.
• Internet routing is a distributed process. Although routers share routing information
(connectivity and metrics) they do not share routing intent. The form of cooperation
necessary to select individually suboptimal routes to achieve routing optimality for the
domain implies centralised control.
• Routing is complex (Wang and Crowcroft, 1996) but made manageable by
independent route calculations. A truly optimal routing algorithm will be significantly
more complex and may overload router processors and/or links between them.
The work of Grout et al. (2004) offers some solutions in relation to an OSPF-type link-state
routing protocol but cannot deal with dynamic metrics or an EIGRP-type multi- metric cost
functio n. An alternative is proposed here: ACO-DUAL.
5.1. The Ant Colony Optimisation - Diffusing Update Algorithm (ACO-DUAL)
Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO) (Dorigo, 2005) is an established approach to large-scale
combinatorial problems that has already shown some promise in simulations with fixed costs
on networks of restricted size (Johnson and Perez, 2005). An ACO solut ion consists of small
agent packets (ants) moving through the problem space – in this case the domain – laying
down an electronic pheromone and, as a result, propagating information from node to node
(router to router). The essential difference between an ant and a routing update is that ants
continue through the domain whereas the life of an update is a single hop between routers.
ACO-DUAL has three essential components: Ants, Balancing and Cost (ABC).
A. Ants
Ant Packets (APs) will perform the equivalent EIGRP functions of both ‘Hello’ and ‘Update’
packets. An ACO-DUAL-enabled router will send an AP, consisting of metrics bP, dP, lP, rP,
mP and hP, to each ACO-DUAL neighbour, which will recalculate metrics as given in
equations (3)–(8) and calculate its compound cost as in (C.). The AP is then updated and
copied to all neighbours and the process continues as APs propagate across the domain.
Where APs from the same remote network, via different routes, have converged at a router,
all but the AP of lowest calculated cost are redundant and only this AP is forwarded (see

Figure 2). Load, delay and reliability are taken (truly) dynamically from the interface at each
point. The EIGRP use of reported distance to install backup routes is avoided by dynamic
cost calculation (C.) and load balancing (B.)
A

X

APA (X)
APA (X)

APA (X) < AP B(X)
B

APB(X)

Figure 2. Ant forwarding
B. Balancing
ACO-DUAL will enforce auto-variance. An ACO-DUAL router, having calculated its cost
to a remote network via each route (interface) will automatically install all routes up to a
given factor above the cheapest into the routing table. Packets to each remote network will be
balanced across each available route (interface) in proportion to these costs. This automatic
load-balancing in response to truly dynamic metrics should be stable and thus avoid the use of
hold-down timers.
C. Cost
The ACO-DUAL cost function, C ( P) = f (bP , d P , l P , rP , m P , h p ) , will be fixed. Not only will
this remove the EIGRP ambiguities of sub-section 2.1., it will, in the correct form, make the
routing inherently stable yet responsive to changes without forming routing loops. Costs are
retained within routers: reported costs are not propagated. There is no need for this as the use
of auto-variance (B.) automatically provides for backup routes.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
The intentions of DUAL are sound. Propagating individual performance metrics across the
domain rather than crude or combined distance measures gives greater routing ‘awareness’.
This combined with EIGRP’s load-distribution should produce a routing strategy considerably
nearer to domain-optimality than would be possible with purely DV or LS protocols. The
problem is with the implementation and may even be in part historical. In practice, loaddistribution is limited, supposedly dynamic metrics are actually static, the generalised EIGRP
cost function does not support the DUAL operation and there is a great deal of uncertainty
regarding some other components and doubt as to whether all have even been implemented!
Having identified these shortcomings, this paper has put in place a model for a truly dynamic,
diffusing routing protocol and demonstrated its value through a simple example. Comments
are sought on these specific proposals for ACO-DUAL. A large-scale simulation programme
is about to begin on the ns-2 network simulator (ns2, 2005) in order to establish the proposed
protocol in principle and consider the following two issues in particular. Firstly, the intention
is to determine the best (most accurate and stable) form of C ( P) = f (bP , d P , l P , rP , m P , h p ) .
Secondly, the ideal of infinite variance for load-balancing purposes must be examined for
practicality. If there are combinatorial (complexity) obstacles to this then it may be necessary
to limit the number of alternate routes in the routing table. It is anticipated that balancing will
still be automatic and in proportion. An alternative may be to transmit APs only on the higher
bandwidth interfaces.
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